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Abstract. We study homomorphic authenticated encryption, where privacy and authenticity of data are protected simultaneously. We define
homomorphic versions of various security notions for privacy and authenticity, and investigate relations between them. In particular, we show
that it is possible to give a natural definition of IND-CCA for homomorphic authenticated encryption, unlike the case of homomorphic encryption. Also, we construct a simple homomorphic authenticated encryption
scheme supporting arithmetic circuits, which is chosen-ciphertext secure
both for privacy and authenticity. Our scheme is based on the error-free
approximate GCD assumption.
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Introduction

Homomorphic cryptography allows processing of cryptographically protected
data. For example, homomorphic encryption lets a third party which does not
have the secret key to evaluate functions implicitly using only ciphertexts so that
the computed ciphertext decrypts to the correct function value. Similarly, homomorphic signature allows a third party who is not the signer to derive a signature
to the output of a function, given signatures of the inputs. This possibility for
secure delegation of computation could potentially be used for many applications
including cloud computing, and so it makes homomorphic cryptography a very
interesting area, which was recently attracting many focused research activities,
especially since Gentry’s first construction [20] of fully homomorphic encryption
(FHE) in 2009. While existing FHE schemes are still many orders slower than
ordinary encryption schemes to be truly practical, many progresses are already
being made in improving the efficiency of FHE [17, 27, 9, 10, 21, 15, 16, 6, 8, 22, 23,
13, 7, 14]. Eventually, a truly practical FHE could be used to build secure cloud
computing services where even the cloud provider cannot violate the privacy of
the data stored and processed by the cloud.
But, if such data is important enough to protect its privacy, in many scenarios the authenticity of the data would also be worth protecting simultaneously.
Indeed, in symmetric-key cryptography, the authenticated encryption [26, 4, 18,
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25] is exactly such a primitive protecting both. Therefore, we would like to study
homomorphic authenticated encryption (henceforth abbreviated as HAE), which
is a natural analogue of the authenticated encryption for homomorphic cryptography. A HAE is a symmetric-key primitive which allows public evaluation of
functions using only corresponding ciphertexts.
Just as in the case of homomorphic encryption, one important goal in this
area would be to design a fully homomorphic authenticated encryption. Since
there are several known FHE constructions, we may construct a fully homomorphic authenticated encryption scheme by generic composition [4] with a fully
homomorphic signature, or even a fully homomorphic MAC. But until very recently, the homomorphic signature scheme closest to being fully homomorphic
was [5], where only low-degree polynomial functions are supported. A fully homomorphic MAC is proposed by Gennaro and Wichs [19], but it supports only
a limited number of verification queries, so that the solution is in a sense incomplete. So far, the problem of constructing a fully homomorphic authenticated
encryption is still not solved completely satisfyingly.1
Our contribution in this paper is twofold. First, we define various security
notions for HAE and study relations among them. For privacy, we define homomorphic versions of IND-CPA and IND-CCA. While IND-CCA is not achievable
for homomorphic encryption due to malleability, nevertheless we may define a
version of IND-CCA for HAE. It is because that for HAE, encryption of a plaintext is done with respect to a ‘label’, and similarly decryption of a ciphertext is
done with respect to a ‘labeled program’. So, while the ciphertext is still malleable by function evaluation, a decryption query should essentially declare how
the ciphertext was produced. This allows a homomorphic version of IND-CCA
to be defined naturally.
For authenticity, we define UF-CPA, the homomorphic version of the unforgeability when the adversary has access to the encryption oracle. We also
consider UF-CCA, where the adversary has both the encryption oracle and the
decryption oracle. Moreover, we consider strong unforgeability flavors of authenticity, and define homomorphic versions accordingly: SUF-CPA and SUF-CCA.
We investigate relationship between these notions, and, for example, show that
SUF-CPA implies SUF-CCA. And, we show that IND-CPA and SUF-CPA imply IND-CCA. Together, this shows that a HAE scheme with IND-CPA and
SUF-CPA security is in fact IND-CCA and SUF-CCA.
The second contribution is that we propose a HAE scheme supporting arithmetic circuits. This scheme is somewhat homomorphic and not fully homomorphic, but we show that our scheme is secure and satisfies both IND-CCA and
SUF-CCA. Another appeal of our scheme is that it is a straightforward construction based on the error-free approximate GCD (EF-AGCD) assumption.
EF-AGCD assumption was used before [17, 15, 16, 13, 14] in constructing fully
1

Very recently, some constructions of leveled fully homomorphic signature schemes
are proposed [28, 24], after the current paper has been submitted to Asiacrypt. So,
at least the fully homomorphic authenticated encryption via generic composition
would be possible now.
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homomorphic encryption schemes supporting boolean circuits, but here we use
it to construct a HAE scheme supporting arithmetic circuits on ZQ for Q ∈ Z+ .

2

Related Work

After this paper has been submitted to Asiacrypt, there were many progresses
in the area of homomorphic signatures. In CRYPTO 2014, Catalano, Fiore,
and Warinschi constructed homomorphic signature schemes for polynomial functions [12]. Compared with the scheme of Boneh and Freeman [5], their construction is in the standard model, and allows efficient verification.
Also, more relevantly, constructions of (leveled) fully homomorphic signature schemes are proposed by Wichs [28] and also by Gorbunov and Vaikuntanathan [24]. Therefore, the fully homomorphic authenticated encryption scheme
via generic composition would be now possible, using these. However, currently
known FHEs require large amount of ciphertext expansion, and that would become worse by generic composition. Designing more efficient fully homomorphic
authenticated encryption would be an interesting problem.
Gennaro and Wichs [19] proposed the first construction of the fully homomorphic MAC. Their construction uses FHE, and exploits randomness in the
encryption to hide data necessary for authentication. In fact, since their scheme
encrypts plaintexts using FHE, it is already a fully homomorphic authenticated
encryption. But, their construction essentially does not allow verification queries,
so it satisfies only weaker security notions: IND-CPA and UF-CPA, according
to our definition.
Catalano and Fiore [11] proposed two somewhat homomorphic MACs supporting arithmetic circuits on Zp for prime modulus p. In their construction, a
MAC for a message m is a polynomial σ(X) such that its constant term σ(0)
is equal to the message m, and its value σ(α) on a secret random point α is
equal to randomness determined by the label τ of the message m. While their
construction is very simple and practical, it does not protect privacy of data,
and it seems that this cannot be changed by simple modifications, for example
by choosing a secret random value β as the value satisfying σ(β) = m. Also, the
size of the modulus p is related to the security of the scheme, so it cannot be
chosen arbitrarily.
Our scheme is not as efficient as the schemes of Catalano and Fiore, but
certainly more efficient than the generically composed HAE of a FHE scheme
and the Catalano-Fiore homomorphic MAC. And our scheme is also relatively
straightforward. Moreover, in our construction, the security does not depend on
the modulus Q so that it can be chosen arbitrarily depending on the application.
Our scheme can also be compared with a homomorphic encryption scheme
called IDGHV presented in [13]. It supports encryption of a plaintext vector
(m1 , . . . , m` ) where each mi is an element in ZQi . Like our scheme, IDGHV also
uses the Chinese remainder theorem, and indeed our construction can be seen as
a special-case, symmetric-key variant of IDGHV where ` = 1, and where encryption randomness is pseudorandomly generated from the label. We intentionally
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omitted encryption of multiple plaintexts for simplicity of exposition, but our
construction can naturally be extended in this way.
Security notions of the authenticated encryption was studied before. Bellare
and Namprempre [4] studied both privacy and authenticity of authenticated encryption schemes, and the authenticity notions are later studied further by Bellare, Goldreich and Mityagin [2]. Our UF-CPA and SUF-CPA can be considered
as homomorphic versions of INT-PTXT-1 and INT-CTXT-1 of [2], respectively.
Our UF-CCA and SUF-CCA are comparable to homomorphic versions of INTPTXT-M and INT-CTXT-M, respectively, but in our (S)UF-CCA, the adversary
has access to the decryption oracle, while in INT-PTXT-M and INT-CTXT-M,
the adversary has access to the verification oracle.

3

Preliminary

3.1

Notations

For any a ∈ R, the nearest integer bae of a is defined as the unique integer
in a − 12 , a + 12 . The ring Zn of integers modulo n is represented as the set
Z ∩ (− n2 , n2 ]. That is, x mod n = x − bx/ne · n for any x ∈ Z. For example, we
have Z2 = {0, 1}, Z3 = {−1, 0, 1}.
For any mutually prime n, m ∈ Z+ , CRT(n,m) is the isomorphism Zn ×Zm →
Znm , such that for any (a, b) ∈ Zn × Zm , we have
(CRT(n,m) (a, b) mod n, CRT(n,m) (a, b) mod m) = (a, b) .
In this paper, the security parameter is always denoted as λ, and the expression f (λ) = negl (λ) means that f (λ) is a negligible function, that is, for any
c > 0, we have |f (λ)| ≤ λ−c for all λ ∈ Z+ large enough.
Also, lg means the logarithm to base 2. And ∆(D1 , D2 ) denotes the statistical
distance between two distributions D1 and D2 .
A notation like (τ, ·) ∈ S is an abbreviation for ∃x (τ, x) ∈ S. Naturally,
(τ, ·) 6∈ S is its negation, ∀x (τ, x) 6∈ S. This notation can also be generalized to
n-tuples for n > 2, for example (τ, ·, ·) ∈ S.
3.2

Security Assumptions

Here we define security assumptions we use in this paper. First, let us define
some distributions. For p, q0 , ρ ∈ Z+ , we define the distribution D(p, q0 , ρ) as
$

$

D(p, q0 , ρ) := {choose q ← Z ∩ [0, q0 ), r ← Z ∩ (−2ρ , 2ρ ) : output pq + r} .
Clearly, we can efficiently sample from the above distribution. In this paper, when
a distribution is given as an input to an algorithm, it means that a sampling
oracle for the distribution is given.
Let PRIME be the set of all prime numbers, and ROUGH(x) the set of all
‘x-rough integers’, that is, integers having no prime factors less than x.
In the following, the parameters ρ, η, γ are polynomially bounded functions
of λ, and we assume they can be efficiently computed, given λ.
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Definition 1 (Error-Free Approximate GCD Assumption). The (computational) (ρ, η, γ)-EF-AGCD assumption is that, for any PPT adversary A,
we have


Pr A(1λ , y0 , D(p, q0 , ρ)) = p = negl (λ) ,
$

$

2

where p ← [2η−1 , 2η ) ∩ PRIME, q0 ← [0, 2γ /p) ∩ ROUGH(2λ ), and y0 = pq0 .
The EF-AGCD assumption is suggested by Coron et al. [15] to prove the
security of their variant of the DGHV scheme [17]. There is also a decisional
version, suggested by Cheon at al. [13]:
Definition 2 (Decisional Error-Free Approximate GCD Assumption).
The decisional (ρ, η, γ)-EF-AGCD assumption is that, for any PPT distinguisher
D, the following value is negligible:


Pr D(1λ , y0 , D(p, q0 , ρ), z) = 1 | z ← D(p, q0 , ρ)


$
− Pr D(1λ , y0 , D(p, q0 , ρ), z) = 1 | z ← Zy0 ,
$

$

2

where p ← [2η−1 , 2η ) ∩ PRIME, q0 ← [0, 2γ /p) ∩ ROUGH(2λ ), and y0 = pq0 .
Recently Coron et al. proved the equivalence of the EF-AGCD assumption
and the decisional EF-AGCD assumption [14]. In Theorem 6, we show that
our scheme is IND-CPA under the decisional EF-AGCD assumption. Hence, our
scheme’s security is in fact based on the (computational) EF-AGCD assumption,
due to the equivalence.

4

Homomorphic Authenticated Encryption

Here we define the homomorphic authenticated encryption and its security. In
the following, M, C, L, F are the plaintext space, the ciphertext space, the label
space, and the admissible function space, respectively.
4.1

Syntax

Labeled Programs. First, let us define labeled programs, a concept first introduced in [19].
For each HAE, a set of admissible functions F is associated. In reality, an
element f of F is a concrete representation of a function which can be evaluated
in polynomial time. It is required that any f ∈ F should represent a function of
form f : Ml → M for some l ∈ Z+ which depends on f . We will simply call an
element f ∈ F an admissible function. The number l is the arity of f .
A HAE encrypts a plaintext m ∈ M under a ‘label’ τ ∈ L, and a labeled program is an admissible function together with information which plaintexts should
be used as inputs. Formally, a labeled program is a tuple P = (f, τ1 , . . . , τl ), where
f is an arity-l admissible function, and τi ∈ L are labels for i = 1, . . . , l for each
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input of f . The idea is that, if mi are plaintexts encrypted under the label τi ,
respectively, then the evaluation of the labeled program P = (f, τ1 , . . . , τl ) is
f (m1 , . . . , ml ).
We also define the identity labeled program with label τ ∈ L, which is Iτ =
(id, τ ), where id : M → M is the identity function.
Homomorphic Authenticated Encryption. A HAE Π consists of the following four PPT algorithms.
– Gen(1λ ): given a security parameter λ, Gen outputs a key pair (ek , sk ), with
a public evaluation key ek and a secret key sk .
– Enc(sk , τ, m): given a secret key sk , a label τ and a plaintext m, Enc outputs
a ciphertext c.
– Eval(ek , f, c1 , · · · , cl ): given an evaluation key ek , an admissible function
f : Ml → M and l ciphertexts c1 , · · · , cl ∈ C, the deterministic algorithm
Eval outputs a ciphertext c̃ ∈ C.
– Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ): when given a secret key sk , a labeled program
(f, τ1 , · · · , τl ) and a ciphertext ĉ ∈ C, the deterministic algorithm Dec outputs a message m ∈ M or ⊥.
We assume that ek implicitly contains the information about M, C, L, and F.
As mentioned above, we assume both Eval and Dec are deterministic algorithms.
Compactness. In order to exclude trivial constructions, we require that the
output size of Eval(ek , . . . ) and Enc(sk , ·, ·) should be bounded by a polynomial of λ for any choice of their input, when (ek , sk ) ← Gen(1λ ). That is, the
ciphertext size is independent of the choice of the admissible function f .
Correctness. A HAE scheme must satisfy the following correctness properties:
– m = Dec(sk , Iτ , Enc(sk , τ, m)), for any λ ∈ Z+ , τ ∈ L and m ∈ M, when
(ek , sk ) ← Gen(1λ ).
– f (m1 , . . . , ml ) = Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , . . . , τl ), c), for any λ ∈ Z+ , any f ∈ F,
any τi ∈ L, mi ∈ M for i = 1, . . . , l, when (ek , sk ) ← Gen(1λ ), ci ←
Enc(sk , τi , mi ) for i = 1, . . . , l, and c ← Eval(ek , f, c1 , . . . , cl ).
In addition, we require that a HAE should satisfy a property we call ciphertext constant testability, which will be explained in Sect. 4.3.
4.2

Legal Encryption

As in the case of homomorphic MAC [19], it is required that a label τ used in
an encryption Enc(sk , τ, m) should not be reused. In practice, this should be
enforced by policy between valid users of HAE.
In the security model of HAE, this is expressed by legality of an encryption
query of an adversary: the adversary makes adaptive encryption queries (τ, m),
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and this query is answered by c ← Enc(sk , τ, m). Let us keep an encryption
history S of all tuples (τ, m, c) occurring as the result of such an encryption
query. We say that an encryption query (τ, m) is illegal, if (τ, ·, ·) ∈ S. Also,
we say that τ is new if (τ, ·, ·) 6∈ S, and τ is used if (τ, ·, ·) ∈ S. We say that
an adversary is legal, if it does not make any illegal queries, including illegal
encryption queries.
In this paper, we only consider legal adversaries, that is, we always exclude
illegal adversaries, in the sense of the paper by Bellare, Hofheinz, and Kiltz [3].
Different security notions may have additional definitions of illegal queries (for
example, illegal decryption queries), but any encryption query involving a used
label will always be considered as illegal.
4.3

Constant Testability

For later use, we need to be able to check efficiently whether certain functions
are constant or not. For example, we need this for the homomorphic evaluation
of any admissible function f , regarded as a function mapping a ciphertext tuple
to a ciphertext: (c1 , . . . , cl ) 7→ Eval(ek , f, c1 , . . . , cl ). In fact, we need to consider
slightly more general functions.
Fix a HAE Π and an evaluation key ek of Π. Given an arity-l admissible
function f , a subset I of the index set {1, · · · , l}, plaintexts (mi )i∈I ∈ M|I| , and
ciphertexts (ci )i∈I ∈ C |I| , we make the following definition:
Definition 3. A partial application of f w.r.t. plaintexts (mi )i∈I is the function
f˜ : Ml−|I| → M defined by f˜((mj )j6∈I ) := f (m1 , . . . , ml ). We denote this f˜ by
App(f, (mi )i∈I ).
Definition 4. A partial homomorphic evaluation of f w.r.t. ciphertexts (ci )i∈I
is the function ẽ : C l−|I| → C defined by ẽ((cj )j6∈I ) := Eval(ek , f, c1 , . . . , cl ). We
denote this ẽ by Eval(f, (ci )i∈I ).
So, f˜ = App(f, (mi )i∈I ) is the admissible function f with some inputs mi for i ∈
I already ‘filled in’, and f˜ becomes a function of remaining plaintext inputs. Similarly, ẽ = Eval(f, (ci )i∈I ) is the homomorphic evaluation Eval(ek , f, c1 , . . . , cl )
with some inputs ci for i ∈ I already filled in, and ẽ becomes a function of
remaining ciphertext inputs. In particular, Eval(f, (ci )i∈I ) is a constant function
if I = {1, . . . , l}.
Informally, if a HAE Π satisfies ciphertext constant testability (CCT), then
there is an efficient algorithm which can determine whether such Eval(f, (ci )i∈I )
is constant or not with overwhelming probability.
In fact, we need a computational version of this property. Therefore, we
formally define CCT using the following security game CCTΠ,A,D involving an
adversary A and a ‘constant tester’ D:
CCTΠ,A,D (1λ ):
Initialization. A key pair (ek , sk ) ← Gen(1λ ) is generated, a set S is
initialized as the empty set ∅. Then ek is given to A.
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Queries. A may make legal encryption queries adaptively. For each encryption query (τ, m) of A, the answer c ← Enc(sk , τ, m) is returned
to A, and S is updated as S ← S ∪ {(τ, m, c)}.
Challenge. A outputs a labeled program (f, τ1 , . . . , τl ). Let I be the
set of indices i = 1, . . . , l such that (τi , mi , ci ) ∈ S for some2 mi , ci .
Then D outputs a bit b ← D(ek , (f, τ1 , . . . , τl ), I, (ci )i∈I ).
Finalization. The game outputs 1 if ẽ := Eval(f, (ci )i∈I ) is constant
and b = 0, or ẽ is nonconstant and b = 1. The game outputs 0
otherwise.
The output bit b of the tester D is 1 iff D ‘thinks’ that Eval(f, (ci )i∈I ) is constant.
Therefore, the event CCTΠ,A,D (1λ ) = 1 happens when the tester D is wrong.
The advantage of an adversary A in the game CCT against D is defined as
λ
AdvCCT
Π,A,D (λ) := Pr[CCTΠ,A,D (1 ) = 1] .

We say that a HAE Π satisfies the ciphertext constant testability (CCT), if
there exists a PPT constant tester D such that AdvCCT
Π,A,D (λ) is negligible for
any legal PPT adversary A.
Similarly, we may define plaintext constant testability (PCT): informally, Π
satisfies PCT if testing whether a partial application of an admissible function
is constant or not can be done efficiently.
When the set of admissible functions of a HAE is simple, both PCT and
CCT may be satisfied. But, PCT might be a difficult property to be satisfied in
general; if a HAE supports boolean circuits and is fully homomorphic, then since
satisfiability of a boolean circuit can be efficiently determined if constant testing
is efficient, if such HAE satisfies PCT, we may use it to invert any one-way
function.
On the other hand, we claim that a HAE to satisfy CCT is a relatively mild
requirement: unlike the plaintext space M, often the ciphertext space C might
be a large ring, and Eval(f, (ci )i∈I ) is a polynomial on the ring C, in which case
we may use the Schwartz-Zippel lemma to perform polynomial identity testing.
This applies to our HAE scheme to be presented in this paper, as shown in
Theorem 5.
Moreover, we show that if Π is a HAE which does not necessarily satisfy CCT,
then there is a simple generic transformation which turns it into another HAE
Π 0 which satisfies CCT, while preserving original security properties satisfied by
Π. This will be explained in Sect. 4.7.
Therefore, without (much) loss of generality, we assume the CCT property
to be an additional requirement for a HAE to satisfy.
4.4

Privacy

Indistinguishability under Chosen-Plaintext Attack. First we define a
homomorphic version of the IND-CPA security based on the left-or-right indistinguishability [1]. We use the following security game IND-CPAΠ,A for an
adversary A:
2

For any i ∈ I, such mi , ci are necessarily unique.
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IND-CPAΠ,A (1λ ):
Initialization. A key pair (ek , sk ) ← Gen(1λ ) is generated, a set S is
$
initialized as the empty set ∅. And a coin b ← {0, 1} is flipped. Then
ek is given to A.
Queries. A may make encryption queries adaptively. For each encryption query (τ, m0 , m1 ) of A, the answer c ← Enc(sk , τ, mb ) is returned to A, and S is updated as S ← S ∪ {(τ, (m0 , m1 ), c)}.
Finalization. A outputs a bit b0 , and then the challenger returns 1 if
b = b0 , and 0 otherwise.
As usual, an encryption query is considered illegal if it involves a used label.3
The advantage of A in the game IND-CPA for the scheme Π is defined by
AdvIND-CPA
(λ) := Pr[ IND-CPAΠ,A (1λ ) = 1] −
Π,A

1
2

.

We say that Π satisfies IND-CPA, if AdvIND-CPA
(λ) is negligible for any legal
Π,A
PPT adversary A.
Indistinguishability under Chosen-Ciphertext attack. Though the usual
IND-CCA security is not achievable for homomorphic encryption due to malleability, nevertheless we may define a version of IND-CCA for HAE. It is because
that for HAE, a ciphertext is decrypted with respect to a labeled program; while
the ciphertext is still malleable by function evaluation, a decryption query should
essentially declare how it was produced. This allows a homomorphic version of
IND-CCA to be defined naturally as follows.
The most important difference of our definition is on the legality of a decryption query. In our case, any decryption query for a ciphertext produced by
function evaluation which may nontrivially depend on the bit b should be considered illegal, since decryption of that ciphertext might reveal the bit b. To
formalize:
Let S be the encryption history as before. Then, we say that a decryption
query ((f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ) is illegal, if f˜0 and f˜1 are not equal, where
I := {i ∈ {1, · · · , l} | (τi , (mi,0 , mi,1 ), ·) ∈ S for some (mi,0 , mi,1 ) ∈ M × M} ,
f˜b := App(f, (mi,b )i∈I ) for b = 0, 1 .
Homomorphic IND-CCA for a HAE Π = (Gen, Enc, Eval, Dec) is defined via
the security game IND-CCAΠ,A whose formal description we omit here due to the
space constraints. It is very similar to IND-CPAΠ,A , except that the adversary
A may make both encryption and decryption queries at any time. In the full
version of this paper, the formal description of the security game IND-CCAΠ,A
will be given, as well as other security games.
3

As before, a label τ is used if (τ, ·, ·) ∈ S
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The advantage of A in the game IND-CCA for the scheme Π, AdvIND-CCA
(λ),
Π,A
is defined similarly. And we say that Π satisfies IND-CCA, if AdvIND-CCA
(λ)
Π,A
is negligible for any legal PPT adversary A.
Remark 1. As we have discussed while defining constant testability in Sect. 4.3,
in general it may not be feasible to check whether f˜0 = f˜1 or not, especially
when the HAE in question is fully homomorphic and may process arbitrarily
large boolean circuits. Therefore, in general, it may not be feasible to efficiently
decide whether a decryption query is legal or not. Hence we use the exclusionstyle definition, rather than the penalty-style, according to the classification of
Bellare, Hofheinz, and Kiltz [3]: we regard only legal adversaries, which does not
make any illegal queries. While in other cases the two styles of definitions are
mostly compatible, in this case it is not.
Also, later in Sect. 4.7, we show that by using a secure PRF and a collisionresistant hash function (or a hash tree), we may transform a HAE scheme
into another HAE which satisfies CCT. After we apply the transformation, if
Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , . . . , τl ), ĉ) 6= ⊥, then with overwhelming probability we should
have I = {1, . . . , l}. Therefore, any decryption query will either output ⊥, or
both f˜0 and f˜1 are constant, which makes deciding if a verification query is
illegal trivial. This transform can be used if an application requires ability to
efficiently decide whether a verification query is illegal or not.
4.5

Authenticity

Unforgeability under Chosen-Plaintext Attack. Our authenticity definition for HAE is an adaptation of the definition given by Catalano and Fiore [11]
for homomorphic MACs.
First, we define the forgery of an adversary. Let ((f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ) be a forgery
attempt, and let S be the encryption history. We say that it is a forgery, if the
following holds:
1. It is valid, that is, ⊥ =
6 Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ) and,
2. One of the following holds:
– Type 1 forgery: App(f, (mi )i∈I ) is not constant, or,
– Type 2 forgery: App(f, (mi )i∈I ) is constantly equal to some m̃, but m̃ 6=
Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ),
where I is the set of i ∈ {1, . . . , l} such that (τi , mi , ·) ∈ S for some (unique)
mi ∈ M.
We define the unforgeability under chosen-plaintext attack (UF-CPA) of a
HAE Π using the security game UF-CPAΠ,A . In the game, the adversary A
is given the evaluation key ek and the encryption oracle. Finally, A outputs
((f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ). The game outputs 1 if it is a successful forgery, and 0 otherwise.
The advantage of A in the game UF-CPA for the scheme Π is defined as
AdvUF-CPA
(λ) := Pr[ UF-CPAΠ,A (1λ ) = 1] .
Π,A
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We say that Π satisfies UF-CPA, if AdvUF-CPA
(λ) is negligible for any legal
Π,A
PPT adversary A.
Unforgeability under Chosen-Ciphertext attack. It is also natural to
consider a stronger variant of unforgeability, in which an adversary is allowed
to make decryption queries as well as encryption queries. We call this variant
UF-CCA. The only difference of UF-CCA from UF-CPA is that the adversary A
can also make any decryption query ((f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ), which is answered with
Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ).
The advantage of A in the game UF-CCA for the scheme Π, AdvUF-CCA
(λ),
Π,A
is defined similarly. And we say that Π satisfies UF-CCA, if AdvUF-CCA
(λ)
is
Π,A
negligible for any legal PPT adversary A.
Strong Unforgeability under Chosen-Plaintext Attack. Sometimes it is
useful to consider stronger definition of authenticity. So let us define strong
unforgeability for HAE. Let S be the encryption history. Then we say that a
forgery attempt ((f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ) is a strong forgery, if the following holds:
1. It is valid, that is, ⊥ =
6 Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ) and,
2. One of the following holds:
– Type 1 strong forgery: Eval(f, (ci )i∈I ) is not constant, or,
– Type 2 strong forgery: Eval(f, (ci )i∈I ) is constantly equal to some c̃, but
c̃ 6= ĉ, where I is the set of i ∈ {1, . . . , l} such that (τi , ·, ci ) ∈ S for some
(unique) ci ∈ C.
We define the strong unforgeability under chosen-plaintext attack (SUF-CPA)
of a HAE Π using the game SUF-CPAΠ,A . In the game, the adversary A
is given the evaluation key ek and the encryption oracle. Finally, A outputs
((f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ). The game outputs 1 iff it is a successful strong forgery.
(λ),
The advantage of A in the game SUF-CPA for the scheme Π, AdvSUF-CPA
Π,A
SUF-CPA
(λ) is
is defined similarly. And we say that Π satisfies SUF-CPA, if AdvΠ,A
negligible for any legal PPT adversary A.
Strong Unforgeability under Chosen-Ciphertext Attack. Also for strong
unforgeability, we consider security against chosen-ciphertext attacks, which we
call SUF-CCA. Again, the only difference of SUF-CCA from SUF-CPA is that
the adversary A is also given the decryption oracle.
The advantage of A in the game SUF-CCA for the scheme Π, AdvSUF-CCA
(λ),
Π,A
SUF-CCA
(λ)
is defined similarly. And we say that Π satisfies SUF-CCA, if AdvΠ,A
is negligible for any legal PPT adversary A.
4.6

Relations on Security Notions

In this section, we investigate relations between the six security notions defined
in the previous section. First, we have trivial implications from CCA security to
CPA security.
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Theorem 1. UF-CCA implies UF-CPA, SUF-CCA implies SUF-CPA, and also
IND-CCA implies IND-CPA.
The following theorem says that the strong unforgeability implies unforgeability.
Theorem 2. SUF-CCA implies UF-CCA. And SUF-CPA implies UF-CPA.
Proof. It is enough to show that a successful forgery is also a successful strong
forgery. Let ((f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ) be a forgery. If it is a type 1 forgery, then f˜ :=
App(f, (mi )i∈I ) is not constant. That is, there exist two tuples (m1j )j6∈I and
(m2j )j6∈I such that f˜(m1j )j6∈I 6= f˜(m2j )j6∈I . Then there exist two tuples (c1j )j6∈I
and (c2j )j6∈I such that m1j = Dec(sk , Iτj , c1j ) and m2j = Dec(sk , Iτj , c2j ) for each
j 6∈ I. Then we can show that ẽ := Eval(f, (ci )i∈I ) is nonconstant; since we have
Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , . . . , τl ), ẽ(cbj )j6∈I ) = f˜(mbj )j6∈I for b = 1, 2 by correctness, we see
that ẽ(c1j )j6∈I 6= ẽ(c2j )j6∈I . So it is a type 1 strong forgery.
If it is a type 2 forgery but not a type 1 strong forgery, then both f˜ and ẽ are
constants. Let the constant value of f˜ be m̃ ∈ M, and the constant value of ẽ be
c̃ ∈ C. We have m̃ 6= Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ). But m̃ = Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), c̃),
again by correctness. So ĉ 6= c̃, and thus it is a type 2 strong forgery.
Bellare et al. [2] showed that, in case of MAC, strong unforgeability implies
strong unforgeability even when the adversary has access to the verification
oracle, and in case of AE, integrity of ciphertexts implies integrity of ciphertexts
even when the adversary has access to the verification oracle. The following can
be considered as a homomorphic analogue to the result.
Theorem 3. SUF-CPA implies SUF-CCA.
The basic intuition of the proof of Theorem 3 is as follows: if a HAE scheme Π
satisfies SUF-CPA, since it is infeasible to produce any strong forgery, essentially
any decryption query ((f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ) which should be answered with anything
other than ⊥ must be the output of the Eval algorithm with correct ciphertexts
from encryption queries as inputs. Therefore, even if the decryption oracle is
given to the adversary A, it would not give any useful information. The actual
proof, which will be on the full version of this paper due to the page constraints,
uses a hybrid argument where the decryption queries are in the end handled by
a decryption simulation.
Theorem 4. IND-CPA and SUF-CPA together imply IND-CCA.
Proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3. Again, we use a hybrid
argument to transform the IND-CCA game into another game that is essentially
same as the IND-CPA game: the strong unforgeability allows us to simulate
decryption oracle. Again, the complete proof will be given in the full version of
this paper.
In conclusion, we see that IND-CPA and SUF-CPA together imply the strongest
security notions, IND-CCA and SUF-CCA.
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Generic Transformation for Ciphertext Constant Testability

Suppose that Π is a HAE which does not necessarily satisfy CCT. We describe a
generic construction that transforms a HAE Π into another HAE Π 0 satisfying
CCT, while preserving IND-CPA or SUF-CPA. The construction uses a PRF
Fk : {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ and a family H of collision-resistant hash functions H :
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ .
Scheme Π 0 = (Gen0 , Enc0 , Eval0 , Dec0 ):
– Gen0 (1λ ): Generate keys (ek , sk ) ← Gen(1λ ), k ← {0, 1}λ and H ←
H. Return (ek 0 , sk 0 ) where ek 0 = (ek , H) and sk 0 = (sk , k).
– Enc0 (sk 0 , τ, m): Let h = Fk (τ ) and c ← Enc(sk , τ, m). Return c0 =
(h, c).
– Eval0 (ek 0 , f, c01 , · · · , c0l ): Parse c0i = (hi , ci ) for i = 1, · · · , l. Let h̃ =
H(h1 , · · · , hl ) and c̃ ← Eval(ek , f, c1 , · · · , cl ). Return c̃0 = (h̃, c̃).
– Dec0 (sk 0 , (f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), c̃0 ): Parse c̃0 = (h̃, c̃). For each i = 1, · · · , l, let
hi = Fk (τi ). If h̃ = H(h1 , · · · , hl ), then return Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), c̃).
Otherwise, return ⊥.
It is clear that Π 0 satisfies correctness properties, as long as Π also does.
We claim that in addition Π 0 satisfies CCT. The constant tester D for Π 0
is simple: given ek 0 , (f, τ1 , . . . , τl ), I, and (c0i )i∈I , the tester D outputs 1 if I =
{1, . . . , l}, and outputs 0 otherwise. Suppose there exists an adversary A with
non-negligible advantage in the game CCT against this tester. Observe that
D errs only when I 6= {1, . . . , l} and the function Eval(f, (c0i )i∈I ) is constant.
Therefore, we may use A to construct a hash collision finding algorithm B as
follows: B receives H ← H, and simulates the CCT game. Since B itself generates
(ek , sk ) and k, it may answer any queries made by A. Eventually A outputs a
labeled program (f, τ1 , . . . , τl ). If all τi are used, then B aborts. But there is
a non-negligible probability that I 6= {1, . . . , l} and Eval(f, (c0i )i∈I ) is constant,
and this means that h̃ = H(h1 , . . . , hl ) as a function of (hj )j6∈I is also constant.
Therefore, B may output a collision pair with non-negligible probability, because
{1, . . . , l} \ I 6= ∅ and B may arbitrarily choose hj 6= h0j for j 6∈ I.
Also, if Π satisfies IND-CPA then so does Π 0 : informally, in the ciphertext
0
c = (h, c) the h-part Fk (τ ) has no information about the plaintext m, and any
information about the plaintext m in the c-part Enc(sk , τ, m) is computationally
hidden since Π is IND-CPA.
And, if Π satisfies SUF-CPA, then so does Π 0 : since any strong forgery
((f, τ1 , . . . , τl ), ĉ0 = (ĥ, ĉ)) of Π 0 has to be valid, it is easy to see that with
negligible exception, all τi are used and Eval(f, (c0i )i∈I ) is constant. Then we
may show that in fact ((f, τ1 , . . . , τl ), ĉ) should be a type 2 strong forgery for Π.
We will provide proofs for all of the above in the full version of this paper. Note that one disadvantage of this transform is that Π 0 does not support
composition of admissible functions; if Π supports boolean circuits, is fully homomorphic, and admissible functions are composable, then, we may want the
same for Π 0 . For this, we may adopt the Merkle hash tree construction used by
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Gennaro and Wichs [19] for their fully homomorphic MAC. This hash tree based
transformation will also be given in the full version.

5

Construction

Here we describe our HAE Π and show that it satisfies correctness and CCT.
Parameters ρ, η, γ, d¯ are polynomially bounded functions of the security
parameter λ, and the modulus parameter Q is a function of λ satisfying 2 ≤
Q ≤ 2λ . We assume that all these parameters can be efficiently computed, given
λ. Constraints on these parameters are given after the description of the scheme.
We use a PRF F in our construction. We may assume that Fk : {0, 1}λ → Zq0
for each k ∈ {0, 1}λ . The message space and the ciphertext space of our scheme
is ZQ and Zy0 , resp., and the label space is {0, 1}λ . To represent admissible
functions we use arithmetic circuits, that is, circuits consisting of + gates and
× gates. Such a circuit f of arity l determines a polynomial f : Zl → Z with
integral coefficients. We use such a circuit to compute function values of plaintext
inputs in ZQ , and also to homomorphically evaluate ciphertexts in Zy0 . The
precise description of the admissible function space will be given after the scheme
description, together with discussions on the correctness property.
Scheme Π = (Gen, Enc, Eval, Dec):
$

$

2

– Gen(1λ ): Choose p ← [2η−1 , 2η )∩PRIME, q0 ← [0, 2γ /p)∩ROUGH(2λ ),
and k ← {0, 1}λ . Let y0 = pq0 . Return the key pair (ek , sk ), where
ek = (1λ , y0 ), and sk = (1λ , p, q0 , k).
– Enc(sk , τ, m): Given the secret key sk , a label τ ∈ {0, 1}λ and a
$
plaintext m ∈ ZQ , choose r ← Z ∩ (−2ρ , 2ρ ). Let a = rQ + m and
b = Fk (τ ). Return c = CRT(p,q0 ) (a, b).
– Eval(ek , f, c1 , · · · , cl ): Given ek , an arithmetic circuit f of arity l and
ciphertexts c1 , · · · , cl , return c̃ := f (c1 , · · · , cl ) mod y0
– Dec(sk , (f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ): For i = 1 to l, compute bi ← Fk (τi ) and b =
f (b1 , · · · , bl ) mod q0 . Return m = (ĉ mod p) mod Q, if b = ĉ mod q0 .
Otherwise, return ⊥.
5.1

Correctness

Here we determine when our HAE scheme is correct. Let (ek , sk ) ← Gen(1λ ).
Let ci ← Enc(sk , τi , mi ) for each i = 1, · · · , l. And let c̃ ← Eval(ek , f, c1 , · · · , cl ),
for any arity-l arithmetic circuit f of degree d. Then
c̃ mod p = (f (c1 , · · · , cl ) mod y0 ) mod p = f (c1 , · · · , cl ) mod p
= f (c1 mod p, · · · , cl mod p) mod p
= f (r1 Q + m1 , · · · , rl Q + ml ) mod p
= f (r1 Q + m1 , · · · , rl Q + ml )
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The last equality in the above holds if | f (r1 Q + m1 , · · · , rl Q + ml ) | ≤ p/2. And
so, in this case,
(c̃ mod p) mod Q = f (r1 Q + m1 , · · · , rl Q + ml ) mod Q
= f (m1 , · · · , ml ) mod Q .
Since | f (r1 Q + m1 , · · · , rl Q + ml ) | ≤ kf k1 · 2d(ρ+λ) and 2η−2 ≤ p/2, the correctness is guaranteed if kf k1 · 2d(ρ+λ) ≤ 2η−2 , where kf k1 is the `1 -norm of the
coefficient vector of f .
So, we can see that if kf k1 ≤ 2η/2 and η ≥ 2d(ρ + λ) + 4, then the correct
decryption is guaranteed for c̃. Let d¯ be the parameter representing the maximum
¯ +
degree for our admissible functions. Then, as long as the condition η ≥ 2d(ρ
λ) + 4 is met, we may define an admissible function as an arithmetic circuit f
such that deg f ≤ d¯ and kf k1 ≤ 2η/2 as a polynomial.
5.2

Constraints of the Parameters

In our scheme, the parameters must satisfy the following constraints:
– ρ = ω(lg λ): to resist the brute force attack on the EF-AGCD problem.
¯ + λ) + 4: for the correctness.
– η ≥ 2d(ρ
– η ≥ Ω(λ2 ): to resist the factoring attack using the elliptic curve method
2
(ECM). In fact, we also want η ≥ λ2 + 1 to make y0 a 2λ -rough integer.
2
– γ = η ω(lg λ): to resist known attacks on the EF-AGCD problem as explained in [17, 13].
– 2 ≤ Q ≤ 2λ : to ensure that gcd(Q, y0 ) = 1.
Assuming d¯ = Θ(λ), one possible choice of parameters which satisfies all of above
is ρ = Θ(λ), η = Θ(λ2 ), and γ = Θ(λ5 ).
5.3

Ciphertext Constant Testability

Theorem 5. The scheme Π satisfies CCT.
Proof. Let ek be an evaluation key generated by Gen(1λ ), f be any admissible
|I |
arity-l arithmetic circuit, and (ci )i∈I be any element in Zy0 for a subset I of
{1, · · · , l}.
The constant tester D for our scheme Π determines if ẽ := Eval(f, (ci )i∈I ) is
constant or not with overwhelming probability, as follows: given ek , (f, τ1 , . . . , τl ),
I, and (ci )i∈I , the tester D outputs 1 if I = {1, . . . , l}. Otherwise, it samples two
$
1
l−| I |
1
. Finally, if ẽ(c0j )j ∈I
tuples of ciphertexts (c0j )j ∈I
/ , (cj )j ∈I
/ ← (Zy0 )
/ ≡ ẽ(cj )j ∈I
/
(mod y0 ), then D outputs 1, and otherwise D outputs 0.
The tester D is essentially doing the usual polynomial identity testing. In
the scheme Π, ẽ can be considered as an (l − | I |)-variate polynomial over Zy0
of degree ≤ deg f . We have
ẽ(cj )j6∈I = f ((ci )i∈I , (cj )j6∈I ) = f (c1 , . . . , cl ) mod y0 .
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When I = {1, · · · , l}, ẽ is clearly constant and D outputs 1 correctly. In case
0
I 6= {1, · · · , l}, consider the function ẽ0 := ẽ − ẽ(c0j )j ∈I
/ mod y0 for (cj )j ∈I
/ ∈
l−| I |
0
0 1
1
(Zy0 )
. If ẽ is constant, then ẽ is constantly zero and ẽ (cj )j ∈I
=
ẽ(c
)
/
/ −
j j ∈I
0
1
l−| I |
0
1
ẽ(cj )j ∈I
. So, ẽ(cj )j ∈I
/ ≡ 0 (mod y0 ) for any (cj )j ∈I
/ ∈ (Zy0 )
/ ≡ ẽ(cj )j ∈I
/
(mod y0 ) and D outputs 1 correctly. If ẽ is not constant, then ẽ0 is not constantly
1
zero and D outputs the incorrect answer 1 when ẽ(c0j )j ∈I
/ ≡ ẽ(cj )j ∈I
/ (mod y0 ),
0 1
that is, ẽ (cj )j ∈I
≡
0
(mod
y
).
This
is
the
only
case
when
D
is
incorrect. So
0
/
the error probability of the tester D is


$
1
l−| I |
Pr ẽ0 (c1j )j ∈I
,
/ ≡ 0 mod y0 | (cj )j ∈I
/ ← (Zy0 )
when ẽ0 is not constantly zero.
2
Since y0 is chosen as a 2λ -rough random integer, with negligible exception,
2
0
y0 is square-free and ẽ is not constantly zero modulo a prime factor p0 ≥ 2λ of
y0 . Then, using Schwartz-Zippel lemma,


$
1
l−| I |
Pr ẽ0 (c1j )j ∈I
/ ≡ 0 mod y0 |(cj )j ∈I
/ ← (Zy0 )


$
0
1
l−| I |
≤ Pr ẽ0 (c1j )j ∈I
/ ≡ 0 mod p | (cj )j ∈I
/ ← (Zp0 )
d¯
deg f
≤ λ2 = negl (λ) .
≤
0
p
2
Therefore, the error probability of the tester D is negligible.

6

Security

In this section, we prove our HAE scheme satisfies both IND-CPA and SUF-CPA.
From this, we conclude that Π is IND-CCA and SUF-CCA by Theorem 3 and
Theorem 4. For simplicity, we consider the scheme Π as an ideal scheme obtained
by replacing the PRF F with a real random function from {0, 1}λ into Zq0 . If F
is secure, then the real scheme is secure if the ideal scheme is.
6.1

Privacy

As mentioned earlier, Coron et al. proved the equivalence of the EF-AGCD and
the decisional EF-AGCD in [14]. So, Theorem 6 actually says that Π is IND-CPA
under the EF-AGCD assumption.
Theorem 6. The scheme Π is IND-CPA under the decisional (ρ, η, γ)-EF-AGCD
assumption.
Proof. We prove this theorem by a hybrid argument to transform the game
IND-CPA into another game that is infeasible to break.
Let A be a PPT adversary engaging in the game IND-CPA. Without loss
of generality, we assume that A makes exactly q = q(λ) encryption queries. For
each i ∈ {0, . . . , q}, define IND-CPAi to be the game that is equal to IND-CPA
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except that the first i encryption queries are answered by a sample from the
uniform distribution over the ciphertext space Zy0 .
By definition, IND-CPA0 = IND-CPA. So,
0

IND-CPA
AdvΠ,A
(λ) = AdvIND-CPA
(λ) ,
Π,A

And the game IND-CPAq does not reveal any information about the randomly chosen bit b. So,
q
AdvIND-CPA
(λ) = 0 .
Π,A
Now consider the difference of each consecutive two games. We want to
i−1
show that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , q}, the difference between AdvIND-CPA
(λ)
Π,A
i

and AdvIND-CPA
(λ) is not greater than the advantage for the the decisional
Π,A
(ρ, η, γ)-EF-AGCD problem. For this purpose, we construct a PPT distinguisher
D(1λ , y0 , D(p, q0 , ρ), z) for the decisional (ρ, η, γ)-EF-AGCD problem as follows:
i−1
D starts the simulation of the game IND-CPAΠ,A
or IND-CPAiΠ,A giving y0 as
$

an evaluation key to A. And b ← {0, 1}. Let (τ, m0 , m1 ) ∈ {0, 1}λ × ZQ × ZQ be
the j-th encryption query of A. Then D replies A with c := (xQ + mb ) mod y0 ,
where x is chosen as below.
$

j ≤ i − 1 =⇒ x ← Zy0 ,
j = i =⇒ x = z ,
j ≥ i + 1 =⇒ x ← D(p, q0 , ρ) .
0

Finally, D returns b , which is the output of A.
2
Note that gcd(y0 , Q) = 1 since y0 is 2λ -rough and Q ≤ 2λ . Consider the an$
swer c = (xQ + mb ) mod y0 produced by D for an encryption query. If x ← Zy0 ,
then c is also uniformly distributed over y0 . And if x ← D(p, q0 , ρ), then the
distribution of c is identical to the distribution of Enc(sk , τ, mb ). Therefore, if
$
z ← Zy0 , then D simulates the game IND-CPAi . And if z ← D(p, q0 , ρ), then D
i−1
simulates the game IND-CPAi−1 . So, the difference between AdvIND-CPA
(λ)
Π,A
i

and AdvIND-CPA
(λ) is not greater than the advantage of D for the the decisional
Π,A
(ρ, η, γ)-EF-AGCD problem, which is negligible by the decisional (ρ, η, γ)-EF-AGCD
assumption. That is,
i−1

AdvIND-CPA
Π,A

i

(λ) − AdvIND-CPA
(λ) = negl (λ) ,
Π,A

for any i ∈ {1, · · · , q}.
Hence,
q

IND-CPA
AdvIND-CPA
(λ) ≤ AdvΠ,A
(λ) +
Π,A

q
X

i−1

AdvIND-CPA
Π,A

i

(λ) − AdvIND-CPA
(λ)
Π,A

i=1

≤ 0 + q · negl (λ)
= negl (λ) .
Consequently, AdvIND-CPA
(λ) is negiligible for any PPT adversary A and Π
Π,A
is IND-CPA.
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Authenticity

Theorem 7. If the (ρ, η, γ)-EF-AGCD assumption holds, then the scheme Π is
SUF-CPA.
Proof. Suppose there exists a PPT adversary A for the game SUF-CPA such
that


Pr SUF-CPAΠ,A (1λ ) = 1 ≥ (λ) ,
for some non-negligible function  > 0.
Then, we construct a PPT solver B(1λ , y0 , D(p, q0 , ρ)) for the (ρ, η, γ)-EF-AGCD
problem as follows: B starts the simulation of the game SUF-CPAΠ,A giving y0
as an evaluation key to A. For an encryption query (τ, m) ∈ {0, 1}λ × ZQ of A,
B replies A with c := (xQ + m) mod y0 , where x ← D(p, q0 , ρ). Eventually, A
outputs a forgery attempt ((f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ). Let I be the set of i ∈ {1, . . . , l}
$
where τi is used, and for each i = 1, . . . , l, choose ci ← Zy0 if i 6∈ I, and let ci
be the unique ciphertext returned by the encryption query involving τi if i ∈ I.
Now B computes c̃ = f (c1 , · · · , cl ) mod y0 , and outputs y0 / gcd(y0 , c̃ − ĉ).
For the similar reason as in Theorem 6, the simulation of the encryption
oracle by B is exact.
Consider the forgery attempt ((f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ) made by A. If it is a type 1
strong forgery, then ẽ := Eval(f, (ci )i∈I ) is not constant. Since y0 is chosen as a
2
2λ -rough random integer, with negligible exception, y0 is square-free and ẽ is
2
not constantly ĉ modulo a prime factor p0 ≥ 2λ of y0 . So, using Schwartz-Zippel
lemma,


$
l−| I |
Pr ẽ(cj )j6∈I ≡ ĉ mod y0 |(cj )j ∈I
/ ← (Zy0 )


$
l−| I |
0
≤ Pr ẽ(cj )j ∈I
/ ≡ ĉ mod p | (cj )j ∈I
/ ← (Zp0 )
d¯
deg f
≤ λ2 = negl (λ) .
≤
0
p
2
This means that c̃ = ẽ(cj )j6∈I 6≡ ĉ mod y0 with overwhelming probability. If
((f, τ1 , · · · , τl ), ĉ) is a type 2 strong forgery, then again we have ẽ(cj )j6∈I = c̃ 6≡
ĉ mod y0 .
Hence in both cases, we have c̃ 6≡ ĉ mod y0 , but also c̃ ≡ ĉ mod q0 , since
any strong forgery is valid. Therefore, gcd(y0 , ĉ − c̃) = q0 and the output of
B is exactly p with overwhelming probability if the forgery attempt of A is a
successful strong forgery. Since A succeeds with non-negligible probability, B
outputs the correct answer p with non-negligible probability.
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